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RATING ACTION: 

ARC RATINGS ASSIGNS A PUBLIC, FINAL 
LONG-TERM ‘BBB(SF)’ RATING TO THE CLASS A 
NOTES ISSUED BY BUONCONSIGLIO 4 S.R.L, WITH 
STABLE OUTLOOK 

Lisbon, 15 December 2021 - ARC Ratings, S.A. has assigned a public, final long-term ‘BBB(sf)’ 
rating to the Class A notes issued by BUONCONSIGLIO 4 S.R.L with stable outlook 

ISSUER TRANCHE AMOUNT RATING CLASS RATING OUTLOOK NEXT REVIEW DATE 

BUONCONSIGLIO 4 S.R.L. 
Senior Notes 
Class A 

117.7M Non-Performing Loan BBB(sf) Stable 15 December 2022 

BUONCONSIGLIO 4 S.R.L. 
Mezzanine 
Notes Class M 

16.5M Non-Performing Loan NR NR - 

BUONCONSIGLIO 4 S.R.L.. 
Junior Notes 
Class J 

6M Non-Performing Loan NR NR - 

TRANSACTION OVERVIEW 

This transaction is a cash securitisation of non-performing loans (NPLs) contracts originated in Italy. 
The portfolio includes non-performing loans originated by 38 banks, in its majority cooperatives 
belonging to the Cassa Centrale Banking Group. ARC Ratings currently does not rate any of the 
aforementioned banks. 

The portfolio includes non-performing loans with a Gross Book Value of EUR 578.72 million. The cut-off 
date of the portfolio was November 2021. The properties backing the secured part of the portfolio are 
made up of mainly residential (52.87%) and commercial/industrial (30.64%) properties in Italy. 
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The capital structure includes 3 classes of notes that amortize sequentially, with only the 
Senior Class A is rated by ARC, the interest payment of class M will rank senior to the 
principal payments of Class A if the Cumulative Collection Ratio and the PV Profitability 
Ratio are at least 90% of the business plan. The legal maturity of the notes is the 31st of 
January 2042.The Class A Note has an interest rate of 6M EURIBOR +0,4%. 

The rating of the Class A Note relates to the timely payment of interest and ultimate 
repayment of principal. 

RATING RATIONALE 

The main rating drivers are ARC’s expected recoveries from the asset portfolio and their 
timing. ARC has analysed not only the Italian macroeconomic situation but the specifics 
of the real estate market to derive its assumptions. Another relevant rating driver is the 
special servicer’s historical records and its experience with these types of assets. 
Counterparty risk analysis was performed following the Global Structured Finance Criteria 
(September 2021). 

The rating also considers the different credit enhancement mechanisms providing 
protection to the rated note: The cash reserve, the interest rate hedging agreement and 
the subordination triggers. 

ARC has applied a different type of analysis to each class of the non-performing loans, 
they were classified as secured and unsecured. The recoveries were calculated based on 
the appraisal values provided by the servicer. For the secured segment, these recoveries 
were haircut based on the liquidity, historical value declines and the particular view of ARC 
on the Italian real estate market. For the unsecured exposures, we used the historical data 
provided by the servicer plus ARC’s proprietary data. We calculated a base-case scenario 
that was then stressed according to the class’s respective target rating levels, considering 
the weighted average seasoning of the unsecured portfolio of 5.3 Years. 

KEY RATING DRIVERS 

Cash Reserve: A cash reserve representing 4.0% of the total outstanding balance of 
Class A, protects the transaction from temporary cash shortfalls, covering senior expenses 
and interest on Class A. The reserve is financed through a limited recourse loan that will 
be repaid proportionally to the Class A principal payments and ranks senior to the 
principal payments of Class A and B in the waterfall. The cash reserve would be sufficient 
to pay approximately 2 years of the Class A interest payments at the maximum cap rate 
of 1.25%. 

High portion of real estate assets with updated valuations: 74% of the properties included 
in the secured non-performing loans segment have a valuation date after 2021 while 21.6% 
were valued during 2020. 
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Properties located in the North of Italy: Properties located in the North of Italy represent 
42.0% in GBV terms. ARC considers that the economic conditions and court speeds tend 
to be better in the central/northern Italian regions. Historically northern regions like 
Lombardia have been a region where Commercial/Industrial properties were more liquid 
in Italy. 

Historical data received from the special servicer: ARC received from the servicer 
specific data that provided a foundation for the analysis of the timing and level of the 
recovery rates for both the secured and the unsecured part of the portfolio. The 
information includes more than 50,000 data points that also includes information on the 
property type, legal procedures and location of the properties. 

Interest rate cap: The SPV has entered into an interest rate cap spread mechanism with 
Banco de Santander that allows the SPV to receive the difference between 6 months 
Euribor and the strike price. The notional covers the balance of Class A notes and 
amortizes as defined at closing. The cap starts at 0.1% from the first payment date up to 
1.25% reached during the second payment date of 2033. 

Real estate recovery: ARC considers that the post-pandemic recovery will reach the 
Italian real estate market in the next 3 to 5 years. 

Business plan and senior notes protection through performance triggers: ARC was 
provided with a detailed business plan from the special servicer for this transaction. The 
business plan included a detailed disclosure of the forecasted gross and net income as 
well as the different levels of fees in the waterfall when applicable. The transaction 
documentation includes provisions for the underperformance of the servicer that increase 
the available funds to repay Class A at a faster pace. 

Performance Incentives for the Special Servicer: Historically, special servicers have 
outperformed the recoveries compared to when an originator services the portfolio. The 
fee structure is designed to generate an alignment of interest between the special servicer 
and the transaction noteholders. 

Portfolio Granularity: In GBV terms, the top 1, 5 and 10 borrowers represent 1.1%, 4.6% and 
7.9% of the portfolio respectively. The borrowers over 200,000 EUR are 69.75% of the total 
portfolio, which shows a lower granularity than other NPL transactions. 

Portfolio Unsecured Exposures: The unsecured assets in the portfolio represent 34.86% of 
the total GBV. This adds further uncertainty to the recovery vector as unsecured exposures 
have historically lower recoveries than the secured assets. Additionally, recoveries from 
the unsecured assets are highly concentrated in the first years after the default of the 
borrower. The weighted average seasoning of the portfolio is 5.29 years for the unsecured 
segment, higher than the average NPL unsecured portfolio. 

Real estate market liquidity risks: ARC has considered the risk of fire sale (specifically for 
each different asset type) in the analysis. This is one of the main sources of stresses 
applied to the transaction. 
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Appraisal Uncertainty: After repossession the value of the properties can suffer a further 
adjustment due to continued deterioration of the asset which makes the appraisal value 
more volatile than in other cases. 

High proportion of commercial properties during a post – pandemic period: 
Commercial/Industrial assets represent 30.64% of the portfolio in terms of GBV. ARC has 
stressed the property values according to its methodology and taken into account the 
pandemic/post – pandemic situation for these type of properties (one of the main asset 
types affected by the Covid-19 situation). 

Costs incurred by the issuer in relation to the property acquisition: Property 
maintenance may increase if the time between the repossession of the asset and the sale 
of the same, some assets may even see this time further increased by properties needing 
a change of administrative status (for example from residential to commercial) 
depending also on the location of the asset. 

QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS 

ARC performed a loan-by loan data analysis to derive its assumptions. The haircuts over 
the appraisal values were calculated based on the rating target and the specific 
characteristics of each of the assets (property type, appraisal type, area, etc). 

ARC calculated the market value declines (MVD) using the special servicer´s data and 
ARC’s data and models. We also considered the timing of the recoveries that can be 
affected among other factors by the type of legal proceeding, geographical location of 
the court. 

For the Class A analysis (BBB(sf)) the total recovery rate was 28.1% with a weighted 
average life of circa 6.2 years. For the secured NPL and unsecured NPL part of the portfolio 
the recovery rates were 41.65% and 2.78% respectively. 

SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS 

Sensitivity Analysis Class A 

Stressed Scenario Description Rating Level 

3% additional decrease in stressed collections BBB(sf) 

7% additional decrease in stressed collections BBB-(sf) 
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KEY TIPPING POINTS 

Positive Turning Points Negative Turning Points 

- Faster than expected recovery of the 
Italian real-estate market 

- New restrictions due to the COVID-19 
crisis can negatively affect the 
performance of the servicer and 
therefore the transaction 

 

RELATED CRITERIA 

ARC Ratings’ Global Structured Finance Rating Criteria (September 2021). 

ARC Ratings’ European Non Performance Loans Criteria (October 2021). 

BUONCONSIGLIO 4 S.R.L. Rating Report. 

The rating was assigned by ARC Ratings, S.A. and endorsed by ARC Ratings (UK) Limited in 
accordance with Statutory Instrument 2019 nº 266 - The Credit Rating Agencies 
(Amendment etc.) (EU Exit). 
  

https://arcratings.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/06/ARC-Ratings-Global-Structured-Finance-Criteria-30-Sep-2021.pdf
https://arcratings.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/06/ARC-Ratings-Collateralised-Loan-Obligations-Criteria-26-Feb-2021.pdf
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 DISCLAIMERS 
 

ARC Ratings only provides a rating of the rated securities or of the issuer and neither recommends nor will recommend how an issuer can 
or should achieve a particular rating outcome. A rating does not cover a potential change in laws and is not and cannot be regarded as 
an audit. Moreover, ARC Ratings is not a party to any transaction documents of the instrument/transaction it is rating. Users of our ratings 
should familiarise themselves with the transaction documents. ARC Ratings does not act as a legal, tax, financial, investment or other 
advisor and users should seek professional advice from appropriate third parties where necessary. 
 

ARC Ratings, S.A. is registered as a Credit Rating Agency with the European Securities and Markets Authority (ESMA), within the scope of the 
Regulation (EC) Nº 1060/2009 of the European Parliament and of the Council, of 16 September, and recognised as External Credit 
Assessment Institution (ECAI). 
ARC Ratings (UK) Limited is registered as a Credit Rating Agency with the United Kingdom Financial Conduct Authority, within the scope of 
the Statutory Instrument Nº 266/2019, of 13 February, and recognised as ECAI. 
 

Credit Ratings assigned by ARC Ratings are independent and forward looking opinions of the relative credit risks of financial obligations 
issued by various entities. The credit risk is the risk that an entity may not meet its financial obligations as they come due i.e. the capacity 
and willingness of an entity/issuer to make all required interest and principal payments on a given obligation in a timely manner in 
accordance with its terms. Credit ratings express risk in relative rank order – they are an ordinal measure of credit risk whose probability 
of default or loss may vary through the credit cycle. They are issued using an established and defined ranking system of rating categories 
(rating scale). ARC’s credit ratings are determined using ARC’s published rating criteria. 
The rating(s) assigned by ARC Ratings in this report was/were sought by the entity whose financial commitments are being rated. 
ARC Ratings provides to the entity whose financial commitments are being rated the documents that substantiate the rating to be 
attributed. This entity is thus given the opportunity to clarify or correct factual details. ARC Ratings also grants the issuer the possibility of 
appealing a rating accorded by ARC as long as this appeal is supported on additional information that hasn’t been taken into account in 
the original rating accordance. 
ARC Ratings, S.A. historical default rates are published in the European Securities and Markets Authority Central Repository (CEREP) which 
can be accessed on the website cerep.esma.europa.eu/cerep-web/. It should be highlighted that ARC Ratings’ rating portfolio can be 
characterized as a “very low default portfolio” and therefore the agency’s historical defaults are not statistically significant. Default is the 
lack of full and timely payment of capital or interest or of the occurrence of any event that explicitly indicates that the future full and timely 
payment of those commitments will not occur (e.g., in case of insolvency). 
Ratings do not constitute a recommendation or offer or solicitation to buy or sell any investments that may be mentioned, and are only 
one of the factors that investors may wish to consider. The use of any rating is entirely at the user’s own risk. 
Throughout the entire period during which ratings are valid, ARC Ratings monitors the issuer’s performance via public sources and 
information provided by the issuer/sponsor and, if a material development occurs, ARC Ratings may bring forward the date of the review 
unless stated to be a point in time rating. the updated list of public ratings is available on the website www.arcratings.com. 
ARC Ratings’ ratings are assigned based on information, which may include confidential information, collected from a wide variety of 
sources which ARC Ratings believes to be reliable including from the entity being rated or whose financial commitments are subject to 
rating. ARC Ratings has adopted and implements measures aiming to ensure that, to the extent available in the circumstances, it has 
obtained reasonable verification of the information it uses in assigning a rating and that such information is from reliable sources. 
Notwithstanding the foregoing, if ARC Ratings is not satisfied with the quality of the information it receives it will decline to assign the rating. 
The according of a rating should not be viewed as a guarantee of the accuracy, completeness, or timeliness of the information relied on 
in connection with the rating or the results obtained from the use of such information. 
In the rating process, ARC Ratings adopts procedures and methodologies aimed at ensuring transparency, credibility and independence, 
and also that rating classifications are not influenced by conflicts of interest. 
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30 Churchill Place 

Canary Wharf 

London E14 5RE 

UNITED KINGDOM 

+44 203 927 8600 

arcratings_uk@arcratings.com 

ARC Ratings, S.A. 

Rua de São José 

35 – 1º B 

1150-321 Lisbon 

PORTUGAL 

+351 21 304 11 10 

arcratings_eu@arcratings.com 

 Rhonda Moore 

Business Development Director 

rhonda.moore@arcratings.com 
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